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Resumen
Este artículo presenta un análisis de techumbres de viviendas unifamiliares recientes en Concepción, Chile, con el objetivo de determinar su potencial de captación solar integrada, buscando promover la instalación de sistemas domésticos renovables frente a la creciente demanda energética residencial. Se analiza un registro de 2.139 viviendas de la comuna construidas después del 2006 (que corresponden a un 68,28% del total en el periodo), las cuales presentan cubiertas inclinadas con una superficie media de 84,7 m² por unidad, divididas entre tres y doce alas con inclinación media de 37,48°, con un ala mayor o secundaria orientada al sol con un promedio de 33,9 m². Esta superficie recibe una radiación anual total entre 954 kWh/m² a 1.732,8 kW/m² según azimut e inclinación, que con paneles fotovoltaicos integrados de un rendimiento regular, pueden otorgar una media de 6.317,2 kWh. Esta producción puede suplir cabalmente el promedio de consumo eléctrico anual, con remanentes temporales para la red urbana o contribuir para calefacción. Se estima también una producción dual con tecnología térmico-fotovoltaica, que puede duplicar la generación de energía útil. Los resultados expresan una adecuada relación de recolección solar integrada en techumbres con las condiciones del desarrollo residencial en la zona.
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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis of the roofs of recently built single-family homes in Concepción, Chile in order to identify their potential for integrated solar energy collection. It seeks to promote the installation of domestic renewable energy systems in the face of growing residential energy consumption. The study comprises 2,139 homes in the district, all of which are part of residential developments built since 2006 (68.28% of total homes built over this period). The houses all have pitched roofs with a mean azimuth of 37.48°. The largest or second largest roof section was identified for each housing model, facing north, east or west with an average area of 33.9 sqm. This roof surface receives a total annual solar radiation of between 954 kWh/sqm and 1,732.8 kW/sqm (depending on size, azimuth and pitch), which, equipped with average-performance integrated photovoltaic panels, could supply a mean value of 6.317.2 kWh/year. This production could fully supply the average household annual electricity consumption, with surplus production either fed into the national grid or contributing to household heating needs. Dual production was also assessed with thermo-photovoltaic hybrid technology that could double useful energy production. Results show that the roof characteristics of new housing are compatible with integrated solar collection.

Introduction

Cities have high energy consumption rates that could be offset by tapping into renewable energy sources, taking advantage of the characteristics of the urban environment. Demand and production of renewably sourced energy could even be shared between different urban sectors (Lund, 2012). One example is the use of integrated solar energy collectors in the pitched roofs of the single-family homes common on the periphery of developing cities such as Concepción, Chile. In order to determine the production capacity of such systems, available roof area and possible contribution to domestic requirements must be quantified according to the technology available (IEA, 2012; Lund, 2012). This study reviews the characteristics of residential roofs in Concepción, taking three necessary conditions into consideration: a) the roof area must be sufficiently large and used solely for coverage purposes (and so be available for solar energy collection); b) the roof area must be safe from theft or damage; c) the roof area must have a suitable orientation for solar energy collection in mid-latitude areas (Gagbert, 2008; Hachem, 2012; CDT, 2013).

Solar active technology must be considered like a complement to passive strategies (Hatt et al., 2012). Previous studies have already identified that the specific conditions needed for large-scale solar energy collection are present in several urban zones (IEA, 2009; Hachem, 2012), although there is a lack of analyses of building integrated systems (Wall et al., 2012; IEA, 2012). A methodology has been proposed for estimating the solar collection potential of roofs in new-build homes (Hachem, 2012) (but not in existing homes) and other studies have analysed buildings according to three-dimensional aerial surveys (Izquierdo et al., 2007; Lukac & Zalic, 2013). However, the physical characteristics (shape, surface area, pitch, orientation and relative proportions) of existing roofs have not been reviewed (Hachem, 2012; Gagbert, 2008; MINENERGIA, 2010).

Concepcion is the central district of the main metropolitan area of the south of Chile, with an estimated population of...
230,729 inhabitants (INE, 2014). The city is located close to the Pacific coast at 36.48ºS, with a temperate seasonal climate and daily temperature oscillations. Recent real-estate market in the city is dominated by single-family homes on residential complexes with similar house models and a variety of roof pitches (Celis et al., 2012). This study seeks to analyse the characteristics of this housing typology with in order to integrate solar energy systems to help supply residential energy demand. This article is structured showing first the methodology applied. Secondly, an analysis of real-estate house typology according to its roof geometry; then a possible demand is proposed according to local studies and statistics. Third, a possible annual energy production is established through PV (PhotoVoltaic) and PVTa (PhotoVoltaic plus thermal-air capture) technologies integrated, based to possible demands.

Methodology

This study is developed through a review of recent residential dwellings according to photographic and building records, followed by analysis of roof conditions and incoming radiation and concluding with an estimation of their relationship to residential energy demand according to statistics. The potentials of a hybrid collection and supply system are also explored.

The housing developments are identified from satellite photographs published on Google Earth 7.1.2.2041 in order to determine the areas of the city with most recent residential developments. In Concepcion, the first available satellite photograph dates back to 2002, but images only began to be updated annually in 2006, hence this was the year chosen as the starting point for analysis, which continues up until 2013. The satellital pictures for the zone were provided by DataGlobe, Cnes/Spotimage and currently by Landsat, and shows properly building disposition according verification on site. Residential developments occupying over 4,000 sqm of urban land, that involves more than ten similar houses, are easily identifiable. The projects identified within the county were then reviewed and the housing models obtained from local government records.

The next stage involved reconstructing the three-dimensional roof layout of each housing model with Archicad 17.0 software in order to calculate roof area in relation to total floor area. The geometry of roofs were then determined in order to decide most preferable section according size and orientation. Whether the bigger plane to North, East or West (called Largest Roof Section: LRS), or the second one (called Second Largest Roof Section: SLRS), selected in the case that bigger is to South. The housing development plans indicated the number and orientation of the respective houses, as well as roof sizes for each model.

The solar radiation was then estimated for the LRS and SLRS roof sections according to the formula given by local authority regulations and solar energy records for the locality for the different orientations and pitches. A fixed percentage was deducted from all the models for potential shading caused by topography, vegetation and neighbouring buildings since the housing models are all of similar height with overshadowing only likely in the marginal hours with low radiation levels. The most preferable pitch and orientation values were then determined in order to decide whether the main or secondary roof section offered maximum exposure to solar radiation in each house. This process identified the most favourable and least favourable cases as well as most typical situations and overall totals. The total energy produced and averages for each case were calculated based on an average-performance photovoltaic system.

Lastly, the solar energy collected on the LRS and SLRS over the year was compared with average energy demands from statistical records for this housing type in the region. Additionally, a building integrated photovoltaic thermal air hybrid system (BIPVTa) was reviewed that would offer a more direct and effective domestic contribution to heating needs. Monthly supply and demand were compared under both average and best-case/worst-case scenarios for the LRS and SLRS in relation to built floor area. Finally, the potential margin of energy supply was quantified.

Development

Quantification of single-family homes on real-estate residential developments.

The satellite photographs of the district of Concepcion’s urban area between 2006 and 2013 show different sectors modified with regular patterning (especially to the north and east) and on-site verification confirms these to be residential developments (Fig.1).

Local authority records for building project approvals identify 22 residential complexes in these sectors with a total of 906,783.4 sqm of built floor area (corresponding to 90.6% of the districts approved housing permits for this building type). Construction details were reviewed in the nine complexes with the largest unit numbers, totalling 2,139 homes with 633,350 sqm of built floor area, equivalent to 69.8% of all the residential complexes and 68.28% of the total approved residential land area. So, this wide coverage provides a 95% statistically confidence interval with regard to the housing built over the period, thus providing an accurate representation of current housing development.

Housing characterization by models

The nine housing complexes reviewed contain 33 different detached, semi-detached or terraced housing models. The number of houses per model varies from 1 to 339 units, although they are quite similar and low amounts of units are models with little variations. The houses have a built floor area of between 57 sqm and 170 sqm each, with an average of 93.32 sqm. This average is higher than national 2006 to
2012 household statistic of 68.98 sqm, but close to the city average for dwelling units of 88.99 sqm (MINVU, 2013). Almost all the homes (98.7%) have two floors and only two models with a total of 28 houses have three floors (none have only one floor). Construction systems are similar: All the first storeys of houses are built on reinforced brickwork while second floors are mostly lighter timber or galvanised metal structures as described by Celis & others (2012). The roofs consist of pitched planes, with structures either independent or prolongations of the level below, with triangular vertical cross section of timber or metallic roof trusses laid every 50cm to 93 cm horizontally distributed. Horizontal battens or agglomerate timber boards are fixed onto these trusses, with impermeable asphaltic felt laid on top and corrugated metal or fibre cement sheeting to finish (of between 0.4mm and 3mm thick respectively). Perimeter weatherboards, boiler or heating ventilation tubes, overhanging eaves and gable walls can also be seen (Fig.4).

According to statistics, the energy demand for single-family homes with three to four inhabitants in the city is about 142kWh/sqm yearly for space heating, 26.7 kWh/sqm yearly for electricity consumption and 21.43 kWh/sqm yearly for hot water supply (CDT, 2010). Therefore, the demand per home in these complexes would be between 1,514 kWh/sqm yearly and 4,539 kWh/sqm yearly for electricity and between 11,008.41 kWh/sqm yearly and 34,763.4 kWh/sqm yearly in total, with a mean of 17,794 kWh/sqm yearly per home.

**Roof layout conditions**

The total flat surface area of the roofs in the cases studied is 209,479.9 sqm (23% of the total development land area), giving an average of 69.9 sqm per house. The pitched roof area of each house is on average 84.7sqm, with a range of between 40 sqm and 130 sqm. The different models have between 3 and 12 separate roof sections per house. Most of roofs have 3 to 6 sections of plan surfaces. The larger the house, the more roof sections it tends to possess (Fig.2).

Roof pitches range between 16.7º and 49.7º, with two modal values of 40.0º and 26.7º corresponding to about 1,000 cases (47% of homes analysed). The average pitch of the all the models is 37.5º, almost coinciding with the latitude of the city of Concepción: 36.5ºS (the most propitious angle for photovoltaic solar collection according to slope). 54.7% of the houses have a greater pitch than the latitude, making them apt for useful thermal energy collection (Fig. 3). Generally speaking, the roof has the same pitch in each of its sections with only a few exceptions.

**Determining roof sections and azimuths**

Solar energy collection is proportional to the size of the collection area and dependent on pitch and orientation (azimuth) (IEA, 2009; Hachem, 2012), so integrated roof systems must select the most suitable section according to these conditions.

In the models studied, the roof section with the largest roof surface (LRS) was reviewed to identify a relationship with the total built floor area. The result ranged between 0.2 (Model I.1) and 0.62 (Model IX.6) with an average of 0.39 (Fig. 5 & 6). Calculating the amount of total building plot occupied by the house, the relationship between the LRS and the urban developed land area is 0.13 sqm of collecting surface per 1 sqm of developed land area. In order to determine the orientation of the LRS, the respective roof sections in the four largest residential complexes (1,346 houses, 43% of total case studies) were classified according to the four directions of the compass, revealing almost equal orientation results in each direction. When the LRS faced the least favourable orientation (south) the second largest roof section (SLRS) was selected in replacement, which in many models was almost the size of the largest roof section or at least well within the size range mentioned at the beginning of the paragraph (over 0.2). Figure 6 shows solar potential by model according to their LRS, SLRS and together.
Estimating incoming solar radiation on roofs

In order to determine overall energy generating potential, the annual radiation was calculated for the LRS and SLRS of each model. The two modal pitch values were used to analyse representative pitches. 1,163 of the house roofs (54.4%) were assigned the modal pitch of 43.7º while 976 (45.6%) were assigned the modal pitch of 26.8º. The monthly horizontal radiation for this latitude per unit of surface area (CDT, 2007), according to the formula given in the current regulations (MINENERGIA, 2010), is as follows in (Eq. 1). Where $R_{\text{GM,inc}}$ : Total mean monthly solar radiation on sloped surface for the month i in kWh/sqm. $F_{d,i}$ : Modifying factor of incoming radiation on sloped surface for the month i. This value is found in the Anexo II of Regulation 20365 (MINENERGIA, 2010). $O_{PS}$ : Orientation of roof surface in relation to incoming solar radiation. $PS$ : Losses through shading [%]. These are not factored in initially; a single percentage value is then established for all cases according to previous studies (IEA, 2007).

$$R_{\text{GM,inc,i}} = R_{\text{GM,i}} \times F_{d,i} \times \left[1 - \left(3.5/100000\right) \times O_{PS}\right] \times \left[1 - \left(PS/100\right)\right] \quad \text{(Eq. 1)}$$
In this way the radiation levels are calculated for the two representative roof pitches in the equinox and solstice months in order to reveal how far from due north the LRS must deviate for the SLRS to begin to offer greater collection potential (Table 1). In this regard, it can be seen that when the LRS deviates 113º from due north, the radiation collected is similar to the SLRS deviated 90º from due north (for average roof conditions); this figure is thus taken as the statistical deviation for replacing the LRS with the SLRS. The universe of houses is arranged distributively with the LRS collecting radiation within a range of 226º around due north (between 113º east of due north and 113º west of due north), situation corresponding to a total of 1,966 homes. The remaining 1,166 homes collected more energy on their SLRS oriented within a range of 134º around due north (between 68º east of due north and 68º west of due north) (Fig. 7).

The angles of roof orientation are classified into ten different ranges. The LRS collects more solar radiation in six of these ranges and the SLRS collects more radiation in the remaining four, with a similar number of houses in each orientation range for both the LRS and SLRS (328 and 292, respectively). The six orientation ranges for the LRS cases are distributed at 37.6º deviations around due north (firstly up to 18.83º, secondly up to 56.5º and thirdly up to 94.17º either side of due north). SLRS orientations fall into ranges of 33.5º deviations around due north (firstly up to 16.75º and secondly up to 50.25º either side of due north). East and west facing roofs are assumed to receive similar solar radiation. A total of 656 homes lie within the LRS orientation ranges and 583 homes are within the SLRS ranges. Using formula [1], the monthly radiation received on the LRS and SLRS roofs is estimated for the total number of houses in each orientation range (Table 2).

The houses with LRS with deviations of less than 18.83º from due north and 43.7º roof pitch receive the most radiation, totalling 21,955.7 MWh/year. The houses with SLRS with a high deviation of 50.25º from due north and 26.8º roof pitch collect an annual total of 11,479.9 MWh. January is the month with the maximum total radiation of 19,236.0 MWh; June has the lowest collection rates for houses with LRS with 94.17º deviation angles but their total energy collection is 12.4% higher than that of the group of SLRS with 16.24º deviation angle.

The calculations for total residential roof area allow a forecast to be made of how much energy could be obtained for domestic use. Factoring in an efficiency level of 16 % for photovoltaic systems and a 25% energy loss from inverters, distribution, shading, connections, etc., a useful production of 12% is to be expected (IEA, 2004; Hachem, Athienitis & Fazio, 2011; Pelland & Poissant, 2006). The total electricity production for the 3,133 roofs is calculated at 19,788.7 MWh annually, giving an average of 6,317.2KWh per home. A home with the average built floor area of 93.71sqm could expect an annual electricity production of 67.41KWh per habitable sqm.

### Table 1: Incoming radiation on typical roof pitches according to orientation by month. Source: Self-Elaboration, 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average radiation per m2 according azimuth and pitch of roof section (KWh/m2)</th>
<th>Radiation diminished according to SLRSs index (77.24%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth[º] Pitch [º]</td>
<td>Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>209.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>188.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>168.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>148.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>128.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>108.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solar energy supply in comparison with domestic demand

As mentioned previously, the residential energy demand in the zone largely involves heating needs (concentrated over the winter period) and electricity consumption and hot water supply (the latter two more evenly spread over the year). For this reason, a dual system is recommended where photovoltaic roof panels provide energy to cover household electricity consumption while thermal solar collection is more efficient for providing hot water and space heating needs (Chow, 2009; Athienitis et al., 2010). The annual photovoltaic electricity production in the main or secondary roof section compared with household demand per built square metre demonstrates a significant contribution to electricity needs (Fig. 8). These estimates have been calculated using monthly solar radiation records including a margin of variation for more or less favourable circumstances. Although, in the least favourable cases, supply must be supplemented over a brief winter period, production levels are generally higher than household electricity demand and the surplus could either be fed into the national grid (Lund, 2012) or used for other domestic requirements.

In this context, photovoltaic thermal hybrid solar air collectors could be used, like those being tested in Canada since the 1970s (Fig. 9) (Solarwall, 2014). The design of these collectors has arisen from the fact that 85% of radiation received by the photovoltaic panels is dissipated in the form of heat, generating losses in efficiency of 0.4% per °C temperature increase (Niccolo, Del Pero & Leonforte, 2012;
Hybrid air-based technology places the photovoltaic panels over an airflow chamber to cool the photovoltaic cells and thus maximise their efficiency. Athienitis & Hachem (2012) suggest a production model with hybrid air collectors placed at an angle of between 30° and 60°, mainly 45°. If \( Q_e \) is the electricity generated and \( Q_u \) is the total thermal energy generated then the relationship \( Q_u/Q_e = 3.0 \) to 3.5 if airflow velocity is adequate. Finally, the relationship \( 3Q_u/Q_e \) is proposed for a simple calculation (Hachem, 2012), where thermal energy generated is transferred as warm air and used to heat the house interior. In summer periods the air is evacuated out of the house with a cooling effect.

Using a BIPVT/a system on a main or secondary roof section with this housing type and climate can provide a substantial contribution to domestic heating in the months close to the spring and autumn equinox, as well as over the winter period (Fig. 10). The final balance gives an average annual useful energy production of 142.6 kWh/sqm (including surplus electricity). This stands against an average total energy demand of 189.9 kWh/sqm. According to these figures, 75% of average household energy needs could be self-generated in an average 93.7 sqm home with a collecting surface area of 36.8 sqm and 28.4 sqm for the LRS and SLRS respectively.

Building-integrated hybrid air systems (BIPVT/a) enable more rapid cost recuperation compared to photovoltaic technology and need smaller collection areas (Athienitis et al., 2010; Siwei & Paniagota, 2012; Solarwall, 2014). Installation requires the roof surface to be replaced by impermeable metal plates laid over insulation material, an airflow chamber and finally a microperforated corrugated metal plate to collect heat and air and provide rigidity and reduce the need for a supporting structure. Replacing the usual roof covering in this way enables a greater degree of architectural integration than when collectors are laid on top of the roof where installation could compromise roof impermeability. The aforementioned research points to the system’s market-competitive potential if it were to be developed industrially, promising low costs and energy efficiency.

In the most favourable cases, with a higher proportion of roof collecting area in relation to building floor area and good orientation (IX.6, LRS deviated 18.83°), solar energy can supply 92% of total domestic demand, although production exceeds demands in April so the effective margin would be between 85% to 90% (Fig. 11a). In least favourable conditions, with a smaller SLRS area and low or high deviation (II.3 with 50.25°), solar energy could supply 43% of total domestic demand (Fig. 11b). To cover electricity needs alone, model IX.6 generates 317.1% of annual demand and model II.3 produces 148.7%. Moreover, improving efficiency by air-cooling the photovoltaic cells could also supply warm air either for space heating or ventilation needs (Athienitis et al., 2010).
Conclusions

A method has been put forward to quantify photovoltaic and thermal energy production by examining roofs of housing types in residential developments. Analysis was made of the solar potential of recently built single-family houses in Concepción if their main (LRS) or secondary (SLRS) roof sections (as appropriate) were covered in integrated photovoltaic systems. It has been calculated that these roof surfaces could generate a total of 19,788.7 MW/year for 2,139 homes over an area of 633,350 m², giving a production rate of 31.24 kW/m² of urban space. This would be enough to supply the full average electricity needs of each home with possible surpluses for the urban grid. An analysis of hybrid collectors (photovoltaic thermal air collectors) is also put forward, following references to a system developed in Montreal, Canada (latitude 45ºN), although that enjoys different climate conditions to Concepción (37ºS), but has achieved a substantial contribution (75.1%) to total domestic energy demand for both space heating and electricity supply. The supply-demand relationship for the models with most and least favourable conditions was also reviewed: those houses with larger LRS and good solar orientation (18.8º off due north), compared with those with smaller SLRS and bad orientation (50.3º off due north). With hybrid technology, these cases managed to supply 317.1% and 148.7% respectively of their domestic electricity needs and a little less than 91% and 43% respectively of their total domestic energy needs.

The results obtained are estimates based on general statistics for energy demand, usual climatic conditions and possible technologies. Cost of installation and maintenance of the systems should be also regarded, as well as the management of supplies to the grid. Although these conditions depends of politic and technological developments, this study suggest that adequate solar collection levels using integrated systems can be achieved on the roofs of a variety of recent housing models. This advocates significant potential for this dwelling type to use this renewable energy source to supply its basic domestic energy needs, as well as contribute seasonal (heating) requirements or return surplus to the urban grid for use in other areas. A more detailed analysis of energy production and demand is now needed for specific building configurations using proven technology or verified simulations. The estimative study carried out has revealed significant possibilities for recently built housing models in the zone to incorporate integrated solar energy collection.
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### Table 2: Radiation by number of houses according to orientation of LRS and SLRS. Source: Self-Elaboration, 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Azimuth(°)</th>
<th>Pitch(°)</th>
<th># of houses</th>
<th>LRS (m²)</th>
<th>SLRS (m²)</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Annual Average</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18.83</td>
<td>26.8 (45.8%) of 655 cases</td>
<td>365,41</td>
<td>37.24</td>
<td>2264.8</td>
<td>1853.1</td>
<td>1842.0</td>
<td>1400.1</td>
<td>906.2</td>
<td>765.6</td>
<td>813.9</td>
<td>1135.3</td>
<td>1453.9</td>
<td>1871.2</td>
<td>1984.4</td>
<td>2136.4</td>
<td>1535.6</td>
<td>18427.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>43.7 (54.4%) of 656 cases</td>
<td>365,41</td>
<td>37.24</td>
<td>2445.8</td>
<td>2123.2</td>
<td>1251.4</td>
<td>1805.3</td>
<td>1234.1</td>
<td>1071.9</td>
<td>1120.1</td>
<td>1503.2</td>
<td>1804.1</td>
<td>2187.3</td>
<td>2169.6</td>
<td>2259.3</td>
<td>1829.6</td>
<td>21953.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.17</td>
<td>43.7 (4.3%) of 655 cases</td>
<td>365,41</td>
<td>37.24</td>
<td>2036.2</td>
<td>1666.0</td>
<td>1656.0</td>
<td>1258.7</td>
<td>814.7</td>
<td>688.3</td>
<td>731.8</td>
<td>1070.7</td>
<td>1307.1</td>
<td>1682.3</td>
<td>1784.1</td>
<td>1920.7</td>
<td>1380.5</td>
<td>16566.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 16.7% (SLRS) caption | 26.8 (48.72%) of 583 cases | 365,41 | 37.24 | 2164.4 | 1879.0 | 1992.4 | 1597.7 | 1092.1 | 948.6 | 991.2 | 1330.3 | 1596.6 | 1918.0 | 1920.1 | 1999.9 | 1619.2 | 19430.4 |
| 50.2% (SLRS) Caption | 43.7 (51.28%) of 583 cases | 365,41 | 37.24 | 2183.2 | 1879.0 | 1992.4 | 1597.7 | 1092.1 | 948.6 | 991.2 | 1330.3 | 1596.6 | 1918.0 | 1920.1 | 1999.9 | 1619.2 | 19430.4 |

| TOTAL      | 3132.13 | 19236.0 | 16237.6 | 16715.5 | 13089.5 | 8759.9 | 7503.4 | 7897.6 | 10774.6 | 13304.4 | 16491.5 | 16963.5 | 17952.6 | 14806.6 | 164906.2 |

PV electricity potential (Ref. PELLAND Y POISSANTE / HACHEM,J EN MWh annually): 12% 2308.3 1948.5 2005.9 1570.7 1044.8 900.4 947.7 1292.9 1596.5 1979.0 2035.6 2154.3 1776.8 19788.7